
From: chris ogilvie < > 
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2021 9:07 AM
To: registrar <registrar@oeb.ca>
Subject: EB-2020-0246
 
Good Morning
 
I am writing today to appose the application EB-2020-0246. Based on the information provided my
utility bill will increase by 100%. This increase amount is unreasonable and only punishes the low
consumption users who either supplement by solar or just energy use. I reached out to the OEB to
ask why this is being requested as after speaking with Hydro One they said it was OEB who is forcing
this on the users, OEB only rational was to be "fair" as they feel the the season rate users do not pay
there fair share. Seasonal users continue to over pay in taxes and other fees and now this. If our
entire fee base was based on fairness, not sure people would be paying the tax they do, as most of
the services seasonal users don't use or are limited, however, you don't see municipalities asking
permanent users to pay more to cover school tax or other taxes. In addition I would like to also
appeal my property being moved into the residential class R2, I have asked Hydro One to review this
and after 2 weeks no response from Hydro one(Ref # ). My property is within
municipality village designation residential, not rural and have more than 50 users per square km
and submit R2 is not FAIR and does not accurately reflect density within the area.
 
I strongly discourage OEB to either reject this proposal, or secondly modify it such that there is not a
100% increase in fees, also look into additional classes to better reflect density to better smooth out
increases.
 
This application will be placing undo financial hardship, it does not fairly treat residential users.
 
Thanks
Chris Ogilvie

 
 




